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1 Introduction 
 
This paper defends an approach to the syntax of the ‘object of’ relation that 
assimilates it to predication. The semi-cleft construction in (2a), found in a subset 
of the Romance languages (European and Brazilian Portuguese, Colombian, 
Dominican, Ecuadorian, Panamanian, and Venezuelan Spanish, but not Iberian 
Spanish) alongside the pseudocleft construction in (2b), serves as our central 
argument to this effect. The syntax of the semi-cleft supports our proposal that the 
object is introduced into the structure as the subject of the VP predicate, as in (3), 
and it also affirms the role played by copulas in the establishment of predication 
relations and the inversion of a predicate around its subject. 
 
(1)  o João comprou um livro 
  the João bought a book 
(2) a. o João comprou foi um livro 
  the João bought was a book 
 b. o que o João comprou foi um livro 
  the what the João bought was a book 
(3)  [vP subject [vʹ v [RP object [Rʹ RELATOR [VP V (...)]]]]] 
 
 Our analysis of the semi-cleft proper is a monoclausal one, with the copula 
immediately preceding the focus of the construction. This analysis derives most of 
the salient syntactic properties of the semi-cleft. But for some semi-clefts with a 
subject focus, a reduced pseudocleft structure is necessary. Phi-feature agreement 
allows us to clearly see the difference between the two derivations for semi-clefts 
with subject foci. Our focus will be the syntax of the monoclausal structure of 
semi-clefts. In section 4, we will look at the division of labor between the two 
derivations. 
 We would like to emphasise right at the outset that it is not the primary 
objective of our paper to present a comprehensive analysis of the semi-cleft. We 
refer the reader to the sizeable literature on this construction in the generative 
literature (incl. Wheeler 1982, Toribio 1992, 2002, Bosque 1999, Costa & Duarte 
2001, Camacho 2006, Mioto 2006a,b, 2008, Kato 2010, Kato & Mioto 2012, 
Méndez Vallejo, in print). Our aim here is to show that there is a monoclausal 
analysis for semi-clefts that supports a particular structural approach to the ‘object 
of’ relation and emphasises the pervasive role of predication in syntax. 
 
 



2 Semi-clefts and the syntax of predication 
 
Semi-clefts proper have a monoclausal structure in which the copula is the 
lexicalisation of a functional category involved in the establishment of a predicat-
ion relation between two terms of the clause. 
 
2.1 Semi-clefts with focus on a VP modifier: Modification as predication 
 
In the simplest cases, the copula spells out the relator of the predicate and its 
subject, and everything stays in situ. This is what we find in semi-clefts of the 
type in (4b). Here na Portela ‘in the Portela’ is predicated of the VP headed by 
dançou ‘danced’ (the dancing happened at the Portela), and this predication 
relation is mediated, as all predication relations are, by a relator (Den Dikken 
2006), as shown in (5). In the semi-cleft in (4b), this relator is spelled out as the 
copula, whereas in its copula-less counterpart in (4a) the relator remains empty.  
 
(4) a. o João dançou na Portela 
  the João danced in.the Portela 
 b. o João dançou foi na Portela 
  the João danced was in.the Portela 
  ‘João danced at the Portela (and not somewhere else)’ 
(5)  [TP o Joãoi [Tʹ T [vP ti [vʹ v [RP [VP dançou] [Rʹ RELATOR={∅/foi} 
  [PP na Portela]]]]] 
 
 While (4b) is grammatical alongside (4a), it is interesting to note that not 
all VP modifiers are allowed in the semi-cleft construction. VP-adverbs in -mente 
give rise to speaker variation: for a subset of speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, 
sentences like (6b) are impossible, though for others they are fine. 
 
(6) a. o João discursou calmamente 
  the João spoke calmly 
 b. %o João discursou foi calmamente 
  the João spoke was calmly 
 
We propose the structure in (7) for the examples in (6). This structure allows us to 
make sense of the variation among speakers with respect to the acceptability of 
(6b) in the following way. For some speakers, -mente is a syntactically 
autonomous element, the lexicalisation of the relator head of the portion of the 
structure that associates the modifier to the VP. Being the spell-out of the relator 
in (7a), -mente is in complementary distribution with the copula qua spell-out of 
this head. So for speakers who treat -mente as a relator, forming semi-clefts with 
VP-modifying -mente adverbs will be strictly impossible. This analysis of 
idiolects in which (6b) is bad lends support for the idea that the copula in 
semi-clefts is the lexicalisation of the relator of a predication. 



(7)  [TP o Joãoi [Tʹ T [vP ti [vʹ v [RP [VP discursou] [Rʹ RELATOR [AP A]]]]] 
 a. [TP o Joãoi [Tʹ T [vP ti [vʹ v [RP [VP discursou]  
  [Rʹ RELATOR={-mente/*foi} [AP calma]]]]] 
 b. [TP o Joãoi [Tʹ T [vP ti [vʹ v [RP [VP discursou]  
  [Rʹ RELATOR={∅/foi} [AP calma+-mente]]]]] 
 
 Speakers who accept (6b) do not treat -mente as a syntactically autono-
mous element — instead, they attach it directly to the adjective, as in (7b). But 
even speakers for whom (6b) is fine still reject semi-clefts with a speaker-oriented 
-mente adverb as the focus: (8b) is uniformly impossible, for all speakers. 
 
(8) a. o João saiu, infelizmente 
  the João left unfortunately 
 b. *o João saiu foi infelizmente 
  the João left was unfortunately 
 
To understand the ungrammaticality of (8b), the thing to bear in mind is that 
speaker-oriented adverbs are modifiers of a portion of the structure that is much 
larger than the VP — presumably the CP in its entirety, as depicted in (9): 
 
(9)  [RP [CP C [TP o João [Tʹ T saiu]]] [Rʹ RELATOR=*foi  
  [AP infelizmente]] 
 
The problem with spelling out the relator in (9) as a form of the copula is that 
there is no way for that copula to establish a link with the tense feature under T: T 
does not c-command the relator in (9). The copula (ser in Portuguese) is a verbal 
form, hence always has some value for [tense]; and the value of its tense feature 
must match that of a c-commanding T-head. But if we were to lexicalise the 
relator in (9) as a verbal copula (no matter what its form), we would not be able to 
get its value for the tense feature checked at all because there is no c-commanding 
T-head in the structure in (9). 
 
2.2 Semi-clefts with focus on the object: 
 The predicational syntax of the ‘object of’ relation 
 
The emergence of a copula between the main verb and the object, as in (10b), can 
be explained in an analysis in which the copula is the lexicalisation of a functional 
category involved in the establishment of a predication relation if we take a 
predicational approach to the ‘object of’ relation. 
 
(10) a. o João comprou um livro 
  the João bought a book 
 b. o João comprou foi um livro 
  the João bought was a book 



 Subjects are standardly assumed to be related to their predicates by v, 
being base-generated as the specifier of vP. Objects, on the other hand, are usually 
taken to be introduced as complements of the lexical categories that select them. 
But already in Larson (1988), and also in Hale & Keyser (1993) and Bowers 
(2010), objects are sometimes introduced in specifier positions — specifiers of 
‘inner VPs’ in a VP-shell structure. For a sentence such as (11a), an analysis 
along the lines of Larson and Hale & Keyser looks as in (11b). 
 
(11) a. John put the book on the shelf 
 b. [vP John [vʹ v [VP the book [Vʹ V=put [PP on the shelf]]]]] 
 
In the ‘Larsonian’ structure in (11b), the ‘object’ of the clause is introduced as a 
specifier — as a subject of predication. We believe that a predicational approach 
to the ‘object of’ relation is very generally correct, and holds even for simple 
transitive clauses such as John bought a book. In our view, the structure of a 
simple transitive clause involves two predication relations: the minimal VP is 
predicated of the object of the clause; and the constituent formed by this 
predication structure is subsequently predicated of the subject of the clause. Both 
predications are mediated by a functional element. This leads us to the underlying 
structure in (12) for the simple transitive example in (10a): 
 
(12)  [vP o João [vʹ v [RP um livro [Rʹ RELATOR [VP comprou]]]]] 
 
 In (12), spelling out the relator as foi ‘was’ and leaving the structure intact 
does not yield a grammatical output: (13) is ungrammatical; it is generally 
impossible to focalize a projection of the verb in semi-clefts. 
 
(13)  *o João um livro foi comprou 
  the João a book was bought 
 
There is a simple explanation for why spelling out the relator in (12) as a form of 
the copula is impossible: the finite verb comprou must amalgamate with v, hence 
must raise up to v in the course of the derivation, moving through the relator head; 
with V raising up to v through the relator, the relator cannot be spelled out as the 
copula.  
 But although (12) does not as such give rise to a semi-cleft, it does feed 
the derivation of the grammatical semi-cleft in (10b). What happens in the course 
of the derivation of (10b) is that Predicate Inversion is applied to the VP. More 
specifically, the VP predicate is raised above the object, as in (14), forcing the 
presence of a linker spelled out as the copula, just as in (15b), the copular 
inversion counterpart to (15a). 
 
(14)  [vP o João [vʹ v [FP [VP comprou]i [F+RELATOR=foi [RP um livro  
  [Rʹ tREL ti]]]]]] 



(15) a. I consider John (to be) the best candidate 
 b. I consider the best candidatei *(to be) John ti 
 
In the structure in (14), comprou is local to v and can readily amalgamate with it, 
and the copula can spell out the F+relator complex. The constituent immediately 
following the copula foi is the object, um livro — and as a result, it is this 
constituent that is identified as the focus of the construction. This delivers 
precisely the desired result for the semi-cleft in (10b). Whenever the VP inverts 
with its subject, a copula must show up and the object must be focused; when no 
Predicate Inversion takes place, V raises up to the relator in (12) and further on to 
v, which gives rise to the simple VO output in (10a). 
 In the structure of simple transitives in (12), OV order is base-generated, 
with VO order derived via raising of the verb to v. One general result of this 
approach to the ‘object of’ relation is thus that it opens up an approach to surface 
OV order in head-final languages that eschews the need for obligatory leftward 
movement of objects: OV order can come about by doing nothing to the 
underlying structure in (12), leaving the object and the verb in situ. 
 For languages in which v and V are spelled out by discrete free-standing 
words, the structure in (12) is also highly beneficial: it delivers the surface word 
order of so-called take serial verb constructions directly. All we need to do to 
obtain the Yorùbá sentence in (16a) (from Stahlke 1970) is to spell v out as mú, 
leave the verb wá in its base position, and project a resultative secondary 
predicate in the complement of the verb, as depicted in (16b). 
 
(16) a. mo mú ìwé wá ilé 
  I took book came house 
  ‘I brought a book home’ 
 b. [vP mo [vʹ v=mú [RP ìwé [Rʹ RELATOR=∅ [VP V=wá [PP P∅ ilé]]]]]] 
 
 In sum, an analysis that represents the ‘object of’ relation as a 
predicational relation, with the projection of the verb as the predicate and the 
‘object’ as the subject of predication, has a number of beneficial consequences: 
 
 • all ‘argument of’ relations involving verbs are structurally 

represented as predication 
 • the verbal predicate of the object can invert with the object, giving 

rise to the emergence of a copular element; this is how semi-clefts 
with object foci come about 

 • OV order is base-generated; VO order results from V-to-v raising 
 • take serial verb constructions are base-generated; the take-verb 

spells out v 
 
With these results in place, we can now move on to semi-clefts featuring focus on 
the subject. 



2.3 Semi-clefts with focus on the subject 
 
Semi-clefts in which the focus is the subject are much more restricted in their 
distribution than the subtypes we discussed so far. This is one reason we saved 
them for last. But there is another reason as well: semi-clefts with subject foci 
furnish perhaps the strongest arguments for a monoclausal analysis. These 
arguments are based on phi-agreement and the transitivity restriction imposed on 
semi-clefts with subject foci. 
 
2.3.1 Phi-feature agreement 
 
The agreement facts for semi-clefts with a subject focus lend support for the 
availability of a monoclausal structure for semi-clefts. In (17a), the focused 
subject of the finite clause agrees both with the copula and with the main verb, 
entertaining an Agree relationship with both verbs. When the main verb agrees 
with the focused subject, the copula must also agree with it: (17b) is bad. 
 
(17) a. telefonei fui eu 
  called.1sg was.1sg I 
 b. ??telefonei foi eu 
  called.1sg was.3sg I 
 
The grammaticality of (17a) makes it very clear that an account that treats 
semi-clefts uniformly as reduced specificational pseudoclefts must be incorrect. 
The verb in the wh-clause of a specificational pseudocleft cannot agree with a 
first-person focused subject — it must instead agree with the wh-word, which is 
third-person singular. Both (18a) and (18b) are ill-formed. Deriving (17) from (18) 
would present insurmountable agreement problems. 
 
(18) a. *quem telefonei fui eu 
  who called.1sg was.1sg I 
 b. *quem telefonei foi eu 
  called.1sg was.3sg I 
 
 To see how the monoclausal analysis derives the phi-feature agreement 
facts in (17), let us first flesh out the structure for semi-clefts with a subject focus. 
The subject in (17) is the external argument of the verb, hence projected in the 
specifier position of vP. So (19a) is the starting point for the derivation. 
 
(19) a. [T [vP eu [vʹv [VP V=telefonei]]] 
 b. [TP eui [Tʹ T+[v+V=telefonei] [vP ti [vʹtv [VP tV]]] 
 c. [TP [VP telefonei] [T+v=copula [vP eu [vʹ tv tVP]]]] 
 
 



To derive a subject-initial sentence, eu telefonei, from this underlier, we merely 
need to raise the external argument to SpecTP and the verb to v and on to T, as in 
(19b). As an alternative to satisfying the EPP via raising of the subject, we can 
also raise the VP, very much as in Massam’s (2001) analysis of Niuean. If we 
raise the VP predicate, the raised v must be spelled out as the copula: Predicate 
Inversion in the Indo-European languages always goes together with an overt 
connective between the raised predicate and its subject. This is what gives rise to 
the emergence of the copula. Thus, (19c) delivers a semi-cleft with a subject 
focus. 

In the derivation in (19), phi-Agree must happen prior to the application of 
Predicate Inversion: once VP has raised into the specifier position of T, it is 
outside T’s c-command domain. Before Predicate Inversion (in (19a)), T 
phi-Agrees with v, and v in turn phi-Agrees with V. Since in (19a) T Agrees with 
the verb and since T’s phi-features are valued by the subject, we get V to show 
phi-feature agreement with the subject. This phi-feature agreement remains in 
place throughout the later derivation — so the fact that in (19c) the VP of 
telefonei eventually ends up outside the Agree domain of T has no adverse 
consequences for the phi-feature inflection of the verb. The copula is inserted 
under T and must of course have the same phi-feature values as those of the T+v 
complex in order to be eligible for spelling out this complex. So the copula must 
likewise show phi-agreement with the subject. The derivation in (19c) thus 
straightforwardly guarantees that both the verb and the copula agree with the 
subject: (17a) is grammatical, (17b) cannot be derived. 

 
2.3.2 Transitivity restrictions 
 
An important restriction on such semi-clefts in Portuguese is the ban on transitive 
verbs, as illustrated in (20). This is not so remarkable for Brazilian Portuguese, 
which generally does not allow postverbal subjects of transitive verbs in the 
so-called ‘free inversion’ construction either:  (21) is rejected by Brazilians. But 
for European Portuguese, which does have ‘free inversion’ in transitives, the fact 
that (20) is nonetheless ungrammatical certainly calls for an explanation. 
 
(20)  *li o livro fui eu 
  read.pst.1sg the book was.1sg I 
(21)  %li o livro eu 
  read.pst.1sg the book I 
 
How do we explain the ungrammaticality of (20)? From our perspective on the 
‘object of’ relation, the thematic object is not part of the VP; it is introduced in the 
specifier position of the relator that takes the VP predicate as its complement, and 
it is this relator phrase that serves as the predicate for the subject. If we raised the 
predicate of the subject (i.e., RP in (22)) into SpecTP in a transitive construction, 
the result would not be (20) but (20ʹ), which is likewise impossible. 



(22)  [vP eu [vʹ v [RP o livro [Rʹ RELATOR [VP li]]]]] 
(20ʹ)  *[o livro li] fui eu 
 
The cause of the ungrammaticality of (20ʹ) is probably the fact that o livro cannot 
check Case.1 If we try to avert a Case Filter violation by raising o livro to the left 
edge of vP prior to Predicate Inversion, we do not obtain (20) either: instead, we 
would then derive (20ʹʹ), again impossible, regardless of how we order the object 
vis-à-vis the subject. 
 
(20ʹʹ)  *[ti li] fui {o livroi eu} 

(20ʹʹ) is ungrammatical because Portuguese has no overt Object Shift. The only 
way to derive the linear string in (20) is to perform Predicate Inversion both on 
the bare VP, raising it around the object, and on the FP in the complement of v, 
raising it to SpecTP, as shown in (23)). This derivation involves double 
application of Predicate Inversion within a single clause, delivering an impossible 
information structure: each application of Predicate Inversion leads to a Topic– 
Focus articulation; but a single clause cannot have two foci (here o livro and eu).  
 
(23) a. [vP eu [vʹ v [FP [VP li]i [F+RELATOR=fui [RP o livro [Rʹ tREL ti]]]]]] 
 b. *[TP [FP [VP li]i [tF [RP o livro [Rʹ tREL ti]]]]k [Tʹ T+[v+[F+REL]]]=fui  
  [vP eu [vʹ tv tFP]]]] 
 
At the end of the day, therefore, even in Romance varieties that have a way to do 
free inversion in transitive clauses, there still is no opportunity to derive sentences 
of the type in (20) as monoclausal semi-clefts. 
 The semi-clefts in (24), which are grammatical only if the verb+object 
combination is interpreted as an idiom, are not problematic for the conclusion we 
just reached — in fact, they support it. 
 
(24) a. negou fogo foi o João 
  denied fire was the João 
  ‘it was João who was unable to have sex’ 
  *‘it was João who denied fire’ 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Sandy Chung (p.c.) asks what this Case-based approach to the ungrammaticality of (20ʹ) would 
entail for semi-clefts with a subject focus whose object is clausal. Standard assumptions have it 
that clauses are not Case-dependent. If this meant that they could safely stay in situ in SpecVP, 
and be pied-piped by VP Predicate Inversion, one would expect (20ʹ) to come out grammatical 
with a clausal object. This is not the case. Taking our cue from the syntax of clausal comple-
mentation in Hungarian (see Kenesei 1994), we hypothesise that so-called clausal complements 
are the associates of a ‘clausal expletive’ base-generated in SpecVP as the object of the verb (this 
expletive is spelled out as azt ‘it-ACC’ in Hungarian, but silent in Portuguese and other Romance 
languages), with the clause occupying the complement-of-V position. Since the expletive is 
Case-dependent, the account of the ungrammaticality of transitive semi-clefts with subject focus 
given in the text carries over to cases involving object-CPs. 



 b. bateu as botas foi o João 
  tapped the boots was the João 
  ‘it was João who kicked the bucket’ 
  *‘it was João who tapped the boots’ 
 c. quebraram o pau foram aqueles caras 
  broke.3pl the stick were.3pl those guys 
  ‘it was those guys who were fighting’ 
  *‘it was those guys who broke the stick’ 
 
In verb–object idioms, unlike in compositional verb–object combinations, the 
object is not base-generated as an argument of the VP. Structures of the type in 
(22) are strictly the prerogative of genuine, compositional ‘object of’ relations, 
with the object serving as a thematic argument of the verb. In verb–object idioms, 
the ‘object’ is base-generated as the complement of the verb and is not getting the 
object role. So in (24c) we are dealing with a base structure of the type in (25). 
 
(25)  [vP aqueles caras [vʹ v [VP quebraram [o pau]]]] 
 
The structure in (25) is of course straightforwardly made input to Predicate 
Inversion, resulting in the output in (24c). No Case Filter violation ensues because 
the ‘object’ is represented as part of the predicate, not as an argument of the verb. 
Thus our analysis explains that semi-clefts like those in (24) are grammatical only 
when the V–O string is an idiom. The contrast between (20) and (24) strongly 
supports the analysis, and it also affirms that the ‘object’ of a verb–object idiom is 
projected in a different position from the thematic object of a compositional VP. 
 This completes our presentation of the monoclausal syntax of semi-clefts. 
But the empirical discussion of semi-clefts with subject foci is not quite complete: 
we have some unfinished business with phi-feature agreement. 
 
3 Phi-feature agreement in semi-clefts: The complete picture 
 
3.1 Phi-feature agreement in semi-clefts with non-subject foci 
 
In semi-clefts with a non-subject focus, the copula that immediately precedes the 
focus does not phi-agree with anything: it has a default third-person singular form. 
In the semi-cleft in (4b), repeated below, this is not directly apparent: the copula 
foi here could be phi-agreeing with the subject, o João. But replacing o João with 
plural os meninos ‘the boys’, as in (4bʹ), shows that the copula is certainly not 
agreeing with the subject. And since the focus itself is a PP, lacking phi-features, 
the copula cannot be agreeing with the focus either: it must be a default form. 
 
(4b)  o João dançou foi na Portela 
  the João danced was in.the Portela 
 



(4bʹ)  os meninos dançaram foi/*foram na Portela 
  the boys danced was/were in.the Portela 
 
The default status of the third-singular inflection of the copula in semi-clefts with 
a non-subject focus is perhaps even clearer in (10bʹ) and (10bʹʹ): not only does the 
copula not agree with the subject, it also does not manage to agree with the focus, 
which this time around is endowed with a phi-feature bundle. 
 
(10b)  o João comprou foi um livro 
  the João bought was a book 
(10bʹ)  os meninos compraram foi/*foram um livro 
  the João bought was/were a book 
(10bʹʹ)  o João comprou foi/*foram muitos livros 
  the João bought was/were many books 
 

As a general rule governing phi-feature agreement, finite T must establish 
an Agree relation with the unvalued phi-features of the lexical head at the foot of 
the extended projection in its complement. Phi-Agree must therefore reach down 
from T all the way to the lexical head (V) at the foot of the verbal extended 
projection. And phi-probing is terminated as soon as T has found the lexical head 
of the extended projection in its complement: ‘the buck stops there’, so to speak. 
 With this in mind, let us now return to the structures of semi-clefts with 
VP–modifier and object in (5) and (14), and see how phi-feature agreement 
proceeds in these structures. 
 
(5)  [TP o Joãoi [Tʹ T [vP ti [vʹ v [RP [VP dançou] [Rʹ RELATOR={∅/foi}  
  [PP na Portela]]]]] 
(14)  [vP o João [vʹ v [FP [VP comprou]i [F+RELATOR=foi [RP um livro  
  [Rʹ tREL ti]]]]]] 
 
In (5), T probes down into the verbal extended projection in its complement, finds 
V (which raises up to v), values its phi-features such that they match those of the 
subject, and probing stops. Since the relator that is spelled out as the copula is 
lower down the tree, the fact that T stops probing once it has found the lexical 
category at the foot of the verbal extended projection in its complement prevents 
the relator from getting any phi-feature value. Relators by themselves do not have 
any inherent phi-features, and the one in (5) cannot pick them up from its 
environment either; so the relator in (5) must be phi-featureless, causing the 
copula that spells it out to have the default form: in (4bʹ) we can only get 
third-person singular inflection on the copula. 
 Similarly, in (14), T probes down, finds V (which once again raises up to 
v), values its phi-features, and stops probing. The F+relator complex hence cannot 
have any phi-features valued against those of the subject. This explains the 
ungrammaticality of (10bʹ). The Romance languages are not object agreement 



languages, so they do not establish a phi-feature agreement between the relator 
and the object either. Hence (10bʹʹ) fails as well. In (12), V must maneuver itself 
into a position closer to the phi-feature probe. There are two possible roads to 
success: either V raises up by itself (as in the garden-variety transitive sentence in 
(10a)), or VP undergoes Predicate Inversion, resulting in (14), which surfaces as 
(10b).2 
 
3.2 Phi-feature agreement in semi-clefts with subject foci revisited 
 
In the discussion in section 2.3 of semi-clefts in which the subject is focused, we 
capitalised on the contrast between (17a) and (17b) (repeated below as (26a) and 
(26b)) to support a monoclausal analysis for semi-clefts. In (26a), both the lexical 
verb and the copula show phi-feature agreement with the focal subject; (26b), 
with phi-feature agreement on the lexical verb but not on the copula, is 
ungrammatical. (26c) and (26d) are examples not reviewed previously. Of these, 
(26c) is marginal, and (26d), which has neither verb agree with the focus, is fine. 
 
(26) a. telefonei fui eu   c. ?(?)telefonou fui eu 
  called.1sg was.1sg I   called.3sg was.1sg I 
 b. ??telefonei foi eu  d. telefonou foi eu 
  called.1sg was.3sg I   called.3sg was.3sg I 
 
The agreement pattern in (26d) is one that can also be found in specificational 
pseudoclefts with a subject focus: (27d) is grammatical as well. But elsewhere, 
the paradigm in (27) is clearly different from that in (26). 
 
(27) a. *quem telefonei fui eu  c. quem telefonou fui eu 
  who called.1sg was.1sg I  who called.3sg was.1sg I 
 b. *quem telefonei foi eu  d. quem telefonou foi eu 
  who called.1sg was.3sg I  who called.3sg was.3sg I 
 
 From the discussion in section 2.3.1, the reader may recall that the 
monoclausal Predicate Inversion derivation for semi-clefts with subject foci 
delivers phi-feature agreement between the subject, the lexical verb and the 
copula, as in (26a). In (19), prior to the application of Predicate Inversion a cyclic 
phi-Agree relation is established between T and v and between v and V. This gets 
the lexical verb to show phi-feature agreement with the subject. And the copula, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 We should note that, although phi-feature agreement with the copula fails in (5) and (14), these 
structures do give rise to what we might call ‘tense harmony’, just as (19c) does: throughout all 
semi-clefts, the copula must always have the same tense value as the lexical verb. This, we believe, 
is a function of T-chain formation in the sense of Guéron & Hoekstra (1995): all the functional 
heads on the projection spine must have the same value for [tense] down to the point at which a 
different [tense] value is found. The T-chain is only well-formed if all the functional heads in it 
(incl. any RELATORs) have a [tense] feature and all these [tense] features are valued identically. 



which in (19c) is inserted under T, must have the same phi-feature values as those 
of the T+v complex. This is how we get telefonei and fui in (26a). Precisely 
because in (19) there is an Agree relation between T, the subject, v and V, the 
monoclausal Predicate Inversion derivation cannot deliver the agreement patterns 
in (26b,c,d). For (26b), this is an immediately desirable result: this agreement 
pattern is ill-formed. But (26c) is marginally available for many speakers, and 
(26d) is fine for everyone. So how do we account for these agreement patterns if 
our monoclausal derivation cannot deliver them? 
 
4 Reduced pseudoclefts as the source for a small subclass of semi-clefts 
 
Our hypothesis is that for (26c) and (26d) we need to appeal to a derivation 
similar to that of the specificational pseudoclefts in (27c,d), roughly as in (28). 
 
(28)  [[quem telefonou] [{?(?)fui/foi} [eu (...)]]] 
 

One immediate piece of support for the idea that the examples in the 
right-hand column in (26) have a different underlier from the one that produces 
the sentences in the left-hand column comes from the distribution of the various 
agreement patterns of semi-clefts in contexts involving embedding under 
non-bridge verbs. What we see in non-bridge environments such as (26ʹ) is that 
the judgements for the right-hand examples remain entirely unaffected whereas 
the left-hand examples are suddenly on a par, and uniformly ungrammatical: 
 
(26ʹ) a. *a Maria perguntou se telefonei fui eu  
  the Maria asked if called.1sg was.1sg I 
 b. *a Maria perguntou se telefonei foi eu 
  the Maria asked if called.1sg was.3sg I 
 c. ?(?)a Maria perguntou se telefonou fui eu 
  the Maria asked if called.3sg was.1sg I 
 d. a Maria perguntou se telefonou foi eu 
  the Maria asked if called.3sg was.3sg I 
 
The judgement pattern in (26ʹ) (which is systematic for all non-bridge 
embeddings) tells us two things: (a) it reaffirms that the left-hand sentences are 
derived via Predicate Inversion, and (b) it lends support for the idea that the 
right-hand examples involve reduced pseudoclefts. 
 Let us begin with the first point, and ask why (26aʹ,bʹ) are entirely 
unacceptable. Here a parallel with Locative Inversion constructions strongly 
suggests itself. As Coopmans (1989:729–30) points out, Locative Inversion ‘only 
occurs in root clauses’ — he gives examples of ungrammatical Locative Inversion 
under deny, be possible and regret, such as (29). 
 
(29)  *he regretted that down the stairs fell the baby 



So Locative Inversion has exactly the distribution that monoclausal semi-clefts 
have, which goes along perfectly with our argument to the effect that semi-clefts 
‘proper’ are Predicate Inversion constructions. 
 The fact that embedding in non-bridge environments has no effect on the 
judgements on the c– and d–examples follows if these are not monoclausal 
semi-clefts but reduced pseudoclefts instead. Full, unreduced pseudoclefts are fine 
in non-bridge environments: (27cʹ) and (27dʹ) have exactly the same status as 
their unembedded counterparts in (27c,d); embedding in non-bridge environments 
does not have any effect on their grammaticality. 
 
(27ʹ) c. a Maria sabe se quem telefonou fui eu 
  the Maria knows if who called.3sg was.1sg I 
 d. a Maria sabe se quem telefonou foi eu 
  the Maria knows if who called.3sg was.3sg I 
 
 But there is one wrinkle in this otherwise very clean empirical picture. If a 
reduced pseudocleft derivation along the lines of (28) is right for (26c) and (26d), 
then why is (26c) not universally acceptable on a par with (27c)? To obtain an 
answer to this question, we will need to be more precise about the nature of the 
pseudocleft underlier for certain semi-clefts. Space restrictions allow us to do so 
only in the barest of outlines. 

Den Dikken, Meinunger & Wilder (2000) argue that there are two types of 
specificational pseudoclefts, ‘Type A’ and ‘Type B’. Type A has a structure of the 
type in (30), in which the wh-clause is a wh-question base-generated in topic 
position, in a topic–comment structure. In Type B specificational pseudoclefts, 
the wh-clause is a free relative (‘FR’ in (31)). 
 
(30)  [TopP [CP what John ate] [Topʹ Top=was [TP (John ate) a sandwich]]] 
(31) a. [TP a sandwichi [Tʹ T=was [RP ti [Rʹ RELATOR [FR what John ate]]]]] 
 b. [TP [FR what John ate]k [Tʹ T+RELATOR=was [RP a sandwich [Rʹ tREL 

tk]]]] 
 
The wh-clause of Type B specificational pseudoclefts cannot lose its wh-operator: 
free relatives do not allow a null left periphery, as shown in (32). But 
wh-questions do sometimes lose their wh-operator, in ‘wh-drop’ constructions of 
the type in (33) (from Dutch; see Van Kampen 1997). 
 
(32)  eu comi [FR *(o que) ele comeu] 
  I ate the what he ate 
  ‘I ate what he ate’ 
(33) a. (wat) heb je nou gedaan? 
  what have you now done 
  ‘what did you do now?’ 
 



 b. (wat) kost me dat? 
  what costs me that 
  ‘how much does that cost?’ 
 
Since the wh-clause of Type A specificational pseudoclefts is a wh-question, it 
should logically be possible to reduce such pseudoclefts such that they end up 
looking just like semi-clefts. And indeed, that is how we believe (26c) and (26d) 
are derived: they are wh-dropped Type A specificational pseudoclefts. 

The marginal status of (26c) now falls in line: in Brazilian Portuguese 
specificational pseudoclefts that are unambiguously of Type A, agreement be-
tween the copula and the postcopular focus is also marginally possible, as we see 
in (34a), where the doubly-filled Comp tells us we are dealing with a Type A 
specificational pseudocleft with a wh-question rather than a free relative. 
 
(34) a. ?quem que telefonou fui eu 
  who that called.3sg was.1sg I 
 b. quem que telefonou foi eu 
  who that called.3sg was.3sg I 
 
 
5 Conclusion 
 
We have presented a monoclausal outlook on the syntax of semi-cleft construc-
tions in the Romance languages in which the copula immediately preceding the 
focus is the spell-out of a functional category involved in the establishment of a 
predication relation between two terms of the syntactic structure underlying the 
semi-cleft. This analysis brings forth an explanatory account of the phi-feature 
agreement facts of semi-clefts, the transitivity restriction on semi-clefts with 
subject foci, and the restrictions on semi-clefts featuring adverbial modifiers as 
foci — in particular, the fact that for a subset of speakers, all -mente adverbs are 
impossible as foci of semi-clefts, and that for all speakers speaker-oriented 
adverbs are barred from the postcopular position in semi-clefts. Throughout, the 
monoclausal analysis of semi-clefts provides us with an important new window 
on the syntax of predication structures, and leads to the conclusion that the 
thematic ‘object of’ relation is a predication relation: the object is not only intro-
duced in a specifier position but, more specifically, it is the subject of predication 
for the minimal VP. 
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